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Summary: When two boys get lost in the woods, their main priority is
to get back home. As they make friends (and evil things that will
quite possibly kill/eat them alive), they soon find out that things
are much different...over the garden wall. (Based on the cartoon
"Over the Garden Wall" XD)

    The Big Four: Over the Garden Wall

**Ok, I've just finished watching the cartoon "Over the Garden Wall",
and it is AMAZING :D Somehow, I got this idea to write a crossover
between OtGW and The Big Four (ROTBTD), so
yeah.**

**Cast:**

**Wirt:**** Jack Frost**

**Greg:**** Hiccup H. Haddock III**

**Jason Funderburker (frog): ****Toothless**

**Beatrice:**** Merida **

**Woodsman****: Nicholas North**

**The Beast****: Pitch Black**

**Lorna:**** Rapunzel**

**Auntie Whispers:**** Mother Gothel**

**A****delaide:**** The witch from "Brave"**

**Woodsman's daughter:**** Katherine**

**Beatrice's mom:**** Elinor**



**Beatrice's dog:**** Angus**

**Sara:**** Toothiana OR Astrid Hofferson (you'll see what I
mean)**

**Jason Funderburker (human):**** Aster OR Snotlout**

**Creepy pumpkin people:**** creepy pumpkin people**

* * *

><p><em>Led through the mist,<em>

_By the milk-light of moon,_

_All that was lost, is revealed._

Somewhere deep in the woods, a young red-haired girl in a blue dress
sat in the grass near her home, absentmindedly petting her dog's
back. There was a sudden rustling in the bushes behind her, and a
bluebird flew out of the shrubs and over her head, messing up her
already disheveled hair. The girl scowled at the bird, then grabbed
the rock nearest to her. She pulled her arm back, aiming at the bird,
and threw the stone.

_Our long bygone burdens, mere echoes of the spring,_

_But where have we come, and where shall we end?_

_If dreams can't come true, then why not pretend?_

The Dresney circus **(1) **was currently filled with people. Four men
on stilts were playing various types of instruments, a ballerina was
dancing on a horse (who was able to talk- according to rumors), and a
giant gorilla was juggling colorful balls.

_Oh how the gentle wind,_

_Beckons through the leaves,_

_As autumn colors fall._

A man sat in a dark room, with only a candle as light. Hanging in the
middle of the wall was a picture of a woman with her light brown hair
tied up in a bun. She was wearing a blue dress with a white shawl. He
stared up at the portrait in awe, then turned around quickly as a
shadow raced by behind him.

_Dancing in a swirl,_

_Of golden memories,_

_The loveliest lies of all,_

_The loveliest, lies of all._

**Somewhere lost in the clouded annals of history,**

**Lies a place that few have seen.**



**A mysterious place, called The Unknown.**

**Where long-forgotten stories are revealed to those who travel
through the woodâ€¦**

* * *

><p><strong>Ok, so, that was the prologue. I hope it's ok so far!
<strong>

****There wasn't a name for the circus, so I just mixed "Dreamworks"
and "Disney" together XD****

**Also, I need help with the cast. I have most of the characters, but
I'm pretty sure I missed some. For example, I don't know who should
be:**

**-Ms. Langtree from the school of animals**

**-The father of Ms. Langtree**

**-Jimmy Brown (the fiancÃ© of Ms. Langtree)**

**-Quincy Endicott (the "uncle" of Wirt and Greg)**

**-The lady Endicott liked**

**-The people in the tavern**

** So if anyone has any ideas, feel free to tell them to me! Thanks!
 
>(I'm also reaaaaaally tempted to switch the witch from "Brave" and
Mother Gothel's roles, but I'm just going to stick with that for
now.)<strong>

End
file.


